Design Thinking or Critical Design?
Rick Poynor

Art's recently renewed romance with design – the reason for the subject's inclusion in this series of essays – comes at a time when design has been going through a phase of self-questioning and review. Seen from the perspective of the design world, which happens to be my own location as a writer, the art world's perception of both design and designers' motivations fails to take into account the full range of positions and stances possible in the contemporary design scene. Most telling, perhaps, is the enduring assumption that designers lack agency – that the designer, unlike the free artist, is fatally restrained by the presence of the client and the need to answer a given brief, so that any and every outcome must be compromised. The free art/un-free design dichotomy is so deeply inscribed that even experienced designers can be inclined to view design in these restrictive terms. The American designer (and artist) Milton Glaser reports that whenever he speaks to students they always ask him whether he does any work for himself. The presumption beneath that question is that since one works to assignment, the work is not for oneself. My view is that all the work I've done is for myself, and it also involves accommodating either a personality (the client) or problem that has to be solved. Such is the nature of the design profession.¹

While it is certainly the case that design activity is often conceived and applied in purely instrumental ways, many designers are troubled by their role in consumer capitalism. In the last decade, there has been much discussion within design education and the more self-aware parts of practice about the social and cultural role of design, a continuation of recurrent bouts of disciplinary
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soul-searching that can be traced back to modernism. It is not especially surprising if the art community is unaware of this self-examination since it is confined to specialized design publications and professional events and receives barely any attention in the general media. A more questioning view of design also fails to fit the media perception of design as being essentially concerned with branding, lifestyle, shopping, cool gadgets, luxurious home makeovers, stunning restaurant interiors and hip hotels. One might add that any critique of design issuing from the art world is likely to be co-opted, too, since art insiders, just like everyone else, enjoy the trappings of the designer lifestyle.

What I want to examine here are two ways in which design is now being reconsidered within the field. The first development, called design thinking, is the more widely used term. Although design thinking claims to challenge design’s established practices and received ideas, it does this from the perspective of the client’s business interests, while purporting to empower design’s users, and it aspires to an even more focused form of instrumentality without disclosing its underlying motivation. The second development, critical design, arises from within design practice itself and has so far received much less discussion. Critical design proposes new possibilities for design as a form of speculative practice and implicitly resists design thinking’s urge to subordinate designers and control the design process in the name of a dubiously imagined public good.

In 2007, BusinessWeek journalist Bruce Nussbaum gave a speech at Parsons, The New School for Design in New York and then published an edited version in the blog he writes for the magazine’s website. His piece was headlined ‘Are Designers the Enemy of Design?’ and in Nussbaum’s view the answer was affirmative: ‘There’s a big backlash against design going on today and it’s because designers suck,’ he writes, acknowledging his desire to provoke. Designers suck, he explains, because they are arrogant, believing that only they know how to design, and because they are ignorant, knowing almost nothing about sustainability. The rap against designers is that they designs CRAP that hurts the planet, he declares, making it sound as though these unscrupulous polluters with bloated egos are running around at will designing harmful, unnecessary junk. He has nothing critical to say about the BusinessWeek-reading industrialists, managers and marketing people for whose commercial enterprises and profit margins these crimes against the planet are being perpetrated. Nussbaum’s argument might lack evidence and be laughably sweeping, but it captured a growing conviction among business thinkers that design has become too important to be left to designers. He ends by reporting that business people don’t like the term ‘design’, which sounds to them like it is concerned with dresses or drapery, and that top CEOs who embrace design would prefer to rename it something manly like ‘innovation’ – Nussbaum’s calling card and the banner under which he blogs.

Roger Martin, dean of the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto, takes up the theme: ‘Business people don’t just need to understand designers better – they need to become designers’, he says. The problem with the way business people think, argues Martin, is that they are over-inclined to ‘crunch the numbers and reach for formulas that have worked in previous situations. Instead, they should organize businesses so that they operate more like design studios, where life is organized around work and one project flows into the next, and they should embrace the ‘mystery’ of the problem with open minds, just as designers do. Business schools locked into traditional patterns of thought have failed to deliver this new breed of manager. We’re telling students that the big bucks are made by administering linear improvements – getting better and better at doing essentially the same thing,’ says Martin. ‘But the real challenge lies in getting better and better at a different thing: devising clever solutions to wickedly difficult problems.’ Rotman’s answer was to introduce the study of design principles, which it calls ‘business design’, into its MBA courses. ‘Whether the goal is to develop new products or services, create new ways of marketing to customers or reinvent an entire business model, “design thinking” helps get bigger ideas, faster and more efficiently. We believe the mindset and methods behind great design are the same ingredients for successful business design. By incorporating the “design experience” into our curriculum, we offer students a unique and valuable opportunity to learn new ways to tackle complex challenges in deeper and more holistic ways.”


3. Ibid.

Design and Innovation

‘Design thinking’ was given another notable boost when Stanford University launched its high-profile D-School founded on the concept. The school provides a meeting place where graduate students at Stanford from any discipline – engineering, computer science, business, medicine, humanities – can take additional courses in design. The D-School claims that only this kind of multidisciplinary interaction, with designers involved as a key part of the mix, can create the fertile conditions necessary for innovation. Today, the Internet abounds with attempts to define design thinking. Tim Brown, president of IDEO, based in Palo Alto, a highly successful design company in the forefront of the movement, uses the term as the title of his book.1 ‘Design thinking is inherently about creating new, about divergence,’ Brown told the New York Times. Most business processes are about making choices from a set of existing alternatives. Clearly, if all your competition is doing the same, then differentiation is tough. In order to innovate, we have to have new alternatives and new solutions to problems, and that is what design can do.’2 Even YouTube has a short film about design thinking, offering a series of brief definitions. Among other things, we learn that design thinking is: ‘Developing understanding and solutions through modelling and conceptual play,’ ‘Finding new insights into the familiar,’ ‘Imagining the as yet imagined,’ and ‘Seeing and making connections.’3 When design thinking is summarized like this, it is hard to see what the fuss is about. There are no startling revelations here. Artists have always thought in this way and so have designers. There is an inescapable feeling with much of this rhetoric that business theorists, having belatedly woken up to the vital role played by design, are now trying to bottle, re-label and peddle to credulous clients – as though it were something new – intuitive modes of investigation that were always intrinsic to visual thinking. In essence, it is not much more than sales talk, a jazzy way of restating the obvious. Designers have always hoped to collaborate with clients open to design’s possibilities and they have always had to deal with clients that thought they knew better, often leading to concepts and finished projects that were compromised. On one level, the new rhetoric of design thinking simply codifies and validates a longstanding reluctance, in some quarters, to trust the designer’s unquantifiable expertise. It is hardly surprising that some designers are suspicious of recent attempts by business people to ‘become designers’, especially when the motivations of this supposedly ‘human-centred’ design thinking trend are so murky. If design has suddenly become human-centred, as the design thinkers assert – it’s a favourite term – then what was design before: human-opposed? Designers have always visualised their task as being to improve the quality of everyday life for people by creating better objects and environments. The frequent failure, despite this idealism, to design products, services, visual communications, housing, public spaces and public facilities as well as they could be designed is a collective responsibility, in which short-sighted business decisions and failures of public policy making play a considerable part. Design can only be as good as its commissioners.

This might seem to take us some distance from art theory’s concerns, but as stated earlier, art’s view of design is partial – in both senses of the word – and does not address design in the round. To fully understand the conditions operating in design now, and then, perhaps, interrogate design through art, a more contextually specific awareness is necessary. The most notable recent book-length examination of the relationship between art and design, Alex Coles’ Design Art (2005), focuses on four areas: pattern, furniture, interiors and architecture.4 Alex Coles examines the contributions made by artists to each field, analysing both historical and recent examples – from Mattisse to Murakami.5 Designers’ involvement in the art/design interface receives no attention and the design business, as a business, falls outside Coles’ field of inquiry. Meanwhile, the costly collectibles produced for the growing design market can be seen as extreme embodiments, aimed at the wealthiest class of consumers, of the view that design is inherently concerned with the consumption of luxurious designer accessories and experiences. This misapprehension now dominates public perceptions of design.

Critical Design

By comparison with design thinking, which has the backing of wealthy universities, globally positioned, high-earning design companies and widely read business magazines, critical design is a less pushy, almost grass-roots phenomenon within the design scene. In the last two years, several exhibitions, each using the term in its title, have helped to define critical design’s territory: Designing Critical Designs (233 Gallery, Hasselt, Belgium, 2007); Don’t Panic: Emergent Critical Design (Architecture Foundation, London, 2007); and Facing the Gap: The Architecture of Critical Graphic Design (Architectural Association, London, and other venues, 2007–2008). To these might be added Wouldn’t it be nice… wishful thinking in art and design (Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève, and other venues, 2007–2008), which featured some of the same designers as the other shows: Jurgen Bey, Marti Guixe, Dunne & Raby, and Dexter Sinister. The catalogue briefly considers the recent emergence of critical design, noting that the exhibits are not formally attached to it (though there is no formal critical design movement or group), but suggests that there might be some overlap with critical design’s concerns in the exhibition’s theme of wishful thinking. ‘Common to both is the business of envisaging a different scheme of things, one that is imagined in spite of, or maybe even because of, harsh realities.”6

---

This is getting too difficult. Critical designers believe that design's role in society should be broader and more inquiring than simply serving the processes of manufacturing, promotion and consumption. While commerce and wealth generation are important, there are other areas of contemporary life—education, culture, health, the free exchange of information, democratic participation, sustainable living—to which design thinking (in its ordinary, non-business design sense) and design practice can make a vital contribution.

The British design duo Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby have done most to formulate and disseminate critical design as a theoretical and operational position. Dunne used the term in the subtitle of his first book, _Hertzian Tales (1999)_ 11 and Dunne & Raby's _Design Noir: The Secret Life of Electronic Objects_ (2001) develops the concept. 'Critical design, or design that asks carefully crafted questions and makes us think, is just as difficult and just as important as design that solves problems or finds answers,' they write. 'Critical design takes as its medium social, psychological, cultural and economic values, in an effort to push the limits of lived experience not the medium.' 12 As pragmatically inclined theorists and committed educators, Dunne & Raby are exerting considerable influence on a new generation of critical designers...

---


Art and Design

Contemporary critical designers share some obvious concerns with contemporary artists. First, and most importantly, their work is often self-initiated, though this doesn’t rule out working to commission for clients in the usual way. Second, the exhibition space is the primary platform for presenting their speculative projects and proposals and engaging the public. Third, some critical designers have working relationships and friendships with artists. British artist Ryan Gander, for instance, has close ties with designer-editor Stuart Bailey of Dexter Sinister— they have collaborated on a book—and both were included in the mix of artists and designers featured in *Woudn’t it be nice…* ‘Our purpose is not to propose a destruction of the boundary [between art and design],’ write the curators, ‘but to create a space to investigate the divide in an environment where art asks questions of design and design asks questions of itself.’ Without already knowing which was which, it would have been difficult, solely on the basis of the projects presented in the exhibition, to distinguish the artists from the designers in most cases. Nevertheless, while some critical designers might indulge in wishful thinking that they could be taken seriously as artists, Dunne & Raby emphatically reject the idea that their work should be understood as art.

although they dislike the separation of art and design and regard the blurring of boundaries as desirable. This is a view shared by the Dutch ‘design think tank’ Metahaven, founded by graphic designers Daniël van der Velden and Vinea Kruk and spatial designer Gon Zifferno, who were included—as was Bailey—in *Forms of Inquiry.* Both teams argue that the persuasive force of their projects, as visual arguments, depends on its framing and reception as design. These proposals are aimed at industry, policymakers and design and design users, the public. If they were to be perceived as art, as purely fanciful constructions with no intended application, then it would be easy to dismiss them as catalysts for provoking changes in our use of design.

The ambiguous nature of critical design projects can be seen in Dunne & Raby’s *Technological Dreams Series,* commissioned by curator Jan Boelen for ‘Designing Critical Design’ at Z33, and also shown in *Woudn’t it be nice…* and in *Design and the Elastic Mind* at the Museum of Modern Art (2006). The piece consists of four ‘robots’. Robot 1, a high-density foam ring; Robot 2, a funnel-like form; Robot 3, an angled wooden box; Robot 4, a white screen mounted on a movable wooden platform. Presented only as immobile objects, these would have been un-engaging. What gives the series life and humour is a video by Noam Toran—also a critical designer—in which a young woman responds to each robot in a manner that reveals its personality. The woman, dressed with fetishistic formality in a black dress with white trimmings and long black socks, moves around the white space with studied grace and precision, circling, approaching and picking up the robots, so that her interactions take on the quality of a stylized rather than naturalistic performance. Robot 2 is described by the designers as nervous: it scans intruders with its many eyes and becomes agitated if they approach. Robot 4 is characterized as needy, fidgety and whiny. Using its own expressive electronic language, it calls the woman to encourage her to move it around, coaxing her into forming a symbiotic bond with its unfathomable machine intelligence. The robots prompt questions not only about the nature of our growing interdependence with complex forms of technology, but about the possible new relationships that might emerge as artificial intelligence evolves.

In Dunne & Raby’s science-fiction scenario, machines entirely lacking in human or animal attributes in their outward appearance nevertheless share emotional characteristics with children or pets that oblige human care-givers to react to their needs, demands and whims.

*Technological Dreams*’ emotionally engaging micro-narrative works a similar effect on the viewer. Dunne & Raby might think like artists, but the cogency of their analysis comes from being situated in design. A curator asks Dunne what design must accomplish. ‘The integration of poetry and everyday life,’ he replies. ‘A hybrid of politics and poetry… Design can only follow our
needs and desires, it can't create them. If our desires remain un-
imaginative and practical, then that is what design will be. I sup-
pose in our projects we are hoping for a time when we will have
more complex and subtle everyday needs than we do today. Our
objects are designed in anticipation of that time. Patiently wait-
ing. Maybe they are utopian. Measured against critical design's
wild dreams, design thinking's rhetoric just sounds tawdry.

Middle Culture
Designers, Artists, Professionals
Camiel van Winkel

The opposition between high and low culture, between elite art
and the culture industry, is a product of modernity. Historically
the rise of mass culture must be linked to the appearance of
the autonomous work of art. Each half of this pair can only be imag-
ined in opposition to its 'other'. The split between high and low
culture is more than a product or effect of modernity – you could
say it is its foundation. To borrow a phrase from Boris Groys:
'Modernity is not only characterized, but even constituted by this
split: in a sense modernity is nothing but this split.' The auto-
nomous work of art is inconceivable without its dialectical coun-
terpart, its 'other': the heteronomous and the banal; the kitsch
product; global mass entertainment. Before Beethoven and Balzac
there was no such thing as kitsch. During the centuries of human
civilization that passed before the autonomy of the artist was
installed, mass culture didn’t exist. It needed the technologies of
mass communication, mass production and mass distribution in
order to come into existence. Mass culture definitely is an industry,
in every sense of the word.

Both the autonomous work of art and the culture indu-
stry were predicated upon social, economical and technological
changes that followed the Industrial Revolution, the demise of
the ancien régime and the emancipation of the middle classes.
Walter Benjamin's intuition that modern reproduction technolo-
gies would forever end the realm of the contemplative, elitist
work of art has proven unfounded. The relationship between the
two forms is dialectical. Art and mass culture are each other's
spinoff... each other's debris... each other's perversion... each
other's disgrace... This is a mechanism that cuts both ways: art is
a derivative of mass culture just as much as mass culture is a der-
ivative of high art. Mass culture amounts to junk when measured